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September 7, 2012 

 

 

Mr. Michael H. Posner 

Assistant Secretary of State  

Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor  

U.S. Department of State 

2201 C Street, NW 

Washington, DC 20520 

 

 

Dear Assistant Secretary Posner, 

 

We write on behalf of the American Statistical Association (ASA)—an 18,000-person 

professional association with members drawn from academia, government, and 

industry—to draw your attention to a continuing pattern of harassment and human rights 

violations, including the repeated imposition of confiscatory fines and threats of criminal 

sanctions, carried out by the Government of Argentina against a group of statisticians and 

allied professionals for compiling and disseminating price statistics using methods not 

approved of by that government.  

 

We note that the U.S. State Department included in the Status of Freedom of Speech and 

Press Section of its Country Reports on Human Rights Practices for 2011 for Argentina 

information about a September 2011 order by a federal court in Argentina that affects 

censorship or content restriction by journalists covering inflation statistics in Argentina. 

The 2011 country report also observed that “the official inflation statistics had been 

criticized in some newspapers as inaccurate. The court had previously requested 

information regarding advertisements for private economic consultants in the newspapers 

as part of a case filed by the domestic trade secretary accusing those consultancies of 

publishing erroneous information about the national government’s price measurements.” 

Unfortunately, the report did not explicitly address the closely related human rights 

abuses experienced by the statisticians and the data users involved. 

 

Accordingly, we request that the State Department explicitly include information about 

the Argentine government’s repressive actions directed against statisticians and data users 

in the Argentine country report for 2012. 

 

  



To assist you in developing this portion of your 2012 report, we enclose the following 

documents: 

 

(1) A copy of a letter the ASA sent to the United Nations Special Rapporteur on 

the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and 

expression, Mr. Frank La Rue, dated August 11, 2011 

 

(2) A copy of a paper by Edmundo Berumen and Victor Beker, “Argentina: An 

update on credibility in CPI and other Official Statistics, and perils endured by 

some statisticians,” presented at a session organized by the ASA’s Committee 

on Scientific Freedom and Human Rights, “Repression of Statistics and 

Statisticians by the Argentine Government,” at the ASA’s 2012 Joint 

Statistical Meetings 

 

(3) A letter dated July 25, 2012, and a statement sent to the ASA by the Argentine 

Ambassador in Washington, DC, prior to the 2012 Joint Statistical Meetings 

 

(4) A copy of a letter dated August 9, 2012, and a statement sent by the ASA to 

the Argentine Ambassador in Washington, DC, in response to his July 25 

letter and statement 

 

We also ask that the United States government use its good offices with the Government 

of Argentina to resolve this continuing violation of basic human rights to scientific 

freedom and free speech. 

 

If you wish to discuss this matter directly with either of us, our contact numbers are (703) 

684-1221 (Ron) and (215) 283-7023 (Bill). 

 

Respectfully yours, 

 

 
Ronald L. Wasserstein  

Executive Director  

American Statistical Association 

 

 
William Seltzer  

Chair, Committee on Scientific  

 Freedom and Human Rights  

American Statistical Association 
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August 11, 2011 

 

Mr. Frank La Rue 

Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion 

and expression 

Palais des Nations 

CH-1211 Geneva 10 

Switzerland 

 

Dear UN Special Rapporteur Frank La Rue, 

 

This letter is written to draw your attention to the continuing and escalating attacks by the 

Government of Argentina directed against a group of statisticians and allied professionals 

contrary to international law and to seek your good offices in protecting those targeted 

from further harm.  In so doing, you would protect not only them, but also the data users 

and the civil society that these statisticians are attempting to serve. 

 

We are writing on behalf of the American Statistical Association (ASA), a scientific 

society of some 18,000 members from the United States, Canada, and elsewhere 

supporting excellence in the development, application, and dissemination of statistical 

science through meetings, publications, membership services, education, accreditation, 

the promotion of sound methodology and ethical standards, and advocacy.  Our members 

work in industry, government, and academia in more than 90 countries, advancing 

research and promoting sound statistical practice to inform public policy and improve 

human welfare. 

 

Since February 2011 the Government of Argentina has been systematically harassing and 

endeavoring to punish a number of individual statisticians and research organizations 

that, as part of their ongoing professional and scientific work, collect, compile, and/or 

disseminate price statistics using methods that are not approved of by the Argentine 

Government.  These attacks, beginning in February 2011, first took the form of levying 

of confiscatory fines (500,000 Argentine pesos, about US$125,000) based on a law that 

originated during the military dictatorship of Reynaldo Bignone (1982-1983), and more 

recently have escalated to multiple fines and, reportedly, to threats of imprisonment under 

the criminal law.   

 

http://www.amstat.org/
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These recent attacks are a major extension of actions initially taken by the Government in 

2007.  In response to the high inflation rate then reported by the Argentine national 

statistical office (INDEC) using internationally approved methods, it reorganized 

INDEC’s work on consumer price statistics, forced the resignation of several of the 

professional staff who had hitherto been responsible for directing INDEC’s activities in 

this area, and began issuing unrealistically low inflation data.   

 

As a consequence of these earlier actions directed against the scientific work of INDEC, 

many users of inflation and price data in Argentina, recognizing the deficiencies in the 

official inflation and price data issued by INDEC since 2007, have turned to several 

private consulting firms and research organizations (some commercial and some not-for-

profit) to obtain more reliable price data.  It is those attempting to provide these estimates 

free of political manipulation that the Government is now targeting. 

 

These actions by the Government of Argentina are a direct contravention of Article 15 of 

the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and Article 19 of the 

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, both to which Argentina is a party.  

They also violate Article 13 of the American Convention on Human Rights, "the Pact of 

San Jose, Costa Rica," and Article 14 of the Additional Protocol to the American 

Convention on Human Rights in the area of economic, social and cultural rights, “the 

Protocol of San Salvador,” both also ratified by Argentina. 

 

In addition to the directly targeted statisticians and research organizations, the victims of 

these human rights violations include a wide range of users of statistics in Argentina and 

elsewhere, (for example, researchers, the press, the business sector, and members of the 

general public), whose access to "unapproved" inflation indicators and consumer price 

indices they prefer are being jeopardized.  Moreover, with distortions in price data, uses 

of many other statistical series are seriously jeopardized.   

 

Some of the background to these attacks by the government is set out in the first section 

of the document, “Informe Alternativo Para El Comité De Derechos Económicos, 

Sociales Y Culturales 46º Período De Sesiones / Evaluación Sobre Argentina,” under the 

heading “1. Problemas relacionados con el acceso a la información,” submitted by the 

NGO Coalition in Argentina to the just completed Pre-Sessional Working Group of the 

Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (23-27 May 2011).  These initial 

and continuing actions by the Argentine government directed against professional 

credibility and scientific standards at INDEC have also been widely documented and 

subject to international criticism (see, for example, letter from Sally C. Morton, 

President, ASA, to Juan Carlos Abril, President, Sociedad Argentina de Estadística, 

November 18, 2009; letter from Jef Teugels, President, International Statistical Institute, 

to Juan C. Abril, President, Sociedad Argentina de Estadística, December 14, 2009; 

Edmundo Berumen and Victor A. Beker , “Recent developments in price and related 

statistics in Argentina” Statistical Journal of the International Association of Official 

Statistics (Vol. 27, No. 1-2 / 2011); and International Monetary Fund, World Economic 

Outlook Database, April 2011, Argentina, country/series specific note for all series on 

inflation, “Private analysts estimate that consumer price inflation has been considerably 
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higher than the official estimates of inflation since 2007” [accessed on 5/26/11 at 

http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/weo/2011/01/weodata/weorept.aspx?sy=2009&ey=2

016&ssm=1&scsm=1&ssd=1&sort=country&ds=.&br=1&pr1.x=71&pr1.y=10&c=213&

s=PCPI%2CPCPIE&grp=0&a=]).   

 

The evolution of the direct attacks during 2011 on individual statisticians and research 

organizations engaged in providing price data to interested data users has also been well 

documented (see, for example, “Argentina Ramps up Offensive on Price Data,” The Wall 

Street Journal Latin America, WSJ.com, 2/2/2011 [accessed on 5/26/11 at 

http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703437304576120714192455994.html]; 

“Argentina: Wrong number,” Emerging Markets (28/03/2011) [accessed on 3/29/11 at 

http://www.emergingmarkets.org/Article/2793017/ARGENTINA-Wrong-number.html];  

“Lies and Argentine statistics - Stalinist practices in Buenos Aires,” The Economist, 

4/20/2011 [accessed on 5/26/11 at http://www.economist.com/node/18587317]; and 

“Amenazan con denuncia penal - Moreno pide traje a rayas para los consultores que 

divulgan su inflación,”  Perfil.com, Edición Impresa, 5/22/2011 [accessed on 5/23/2011 

at http://www.perfil.com/ediciones/2011/5/edicion_574/contenidos/noticia_0034.html]). 

 

Summary information on the individual targeted statisticians and organizations is 

presented Annex A.  Examples of two initial intimidation letters and two letters levying 

the 500,000 Argentine peso fines, sent by the Government to these targeted individuals 

and organizations are attached in Annex B, along with two other harassing letters.  (Both 

annexes are marked confidential at the request of several of those targeted, as they fear 

possible additional harassment by the Government for publicly speaking out on this 

matter.)  The officials in Argentina most identified with taking the leading role in these 

attacks are: Lic. Amado Boudou, Minister for Economics and Public Finance, and Lic. 

Guillermo Moreno, Secretary for Internal Commerce. 

 

We attach great faith in your ability to use your good offices to safeguard those targeted 

from further harm.  We fear that, unless the Government is dissuaded from acting on the 

threats that they have so far made, considerable harm may befall a group of statisticians 

simply carrying out their work in accordance with the highest professional and ethical 

standards and that a great disservice will be done to civil society in Argentina. 

 

 

Respectfully yours, 

    
Ron Wasserstein,     William Seltzer,  

Executive Director     Chair, Committee on Scientific 

American Statistical Association    Freedom and Human Rights 

       American Statistical Association 

      

http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/weo/2011/01/weodata/weorept.aspx?sy=2009&ey=2016&ssm=1&scsm=1&ssd=1&sort=country&ds=.&br=1&pr1.x=71&pr1.y=10&c=213&s=PCPI%2CPCPIE&grp=0&a
http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/weo/2011/01/weodata/weorept.aspx?sy=2009&ey=2016&ssm=1&scsm=1&ssd=1&sort=country&ds=.&br=1&pr1.x=71&pr1.y=10&c=213&s=PCPI%2CPCPIE&grp=0&a
http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/weo/2011/01/weodata/weorept.aspx?sy=2009&ey=2016&ssm=1&scsm=1&ssd=1&sort=country&ds=.&br=1&pr1.x=71&pr1.y=10&c=213&s=PCPI%2CPCPIE&grp=0&a
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703437304576120714192455994.html
http://www.emergingmarkets.org/Article/2793017/ARGENTINA-Wrong-number.html
http://www.economist.com/node/18587317
http://www.perfil.com/ediciones/2011/5/edicion_574/contenidos/noticia_0034.html
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"Argentina. An update on credibility in CPI and other 
Official Statistics, and perils endured by some statisticians." 

 
 
 
Edmundo Berumen     Victor A Beker  
Berumen y Asociados, SA de CV   Director del Centro de Estudios de la 

Nueva  

Altadena 15, Col. Nápoles, Del. Benito Juárez  Economía de la Universidad de 

Belgrano 

03810 México D.F., MÉXICO    Argentina 

e-mail: direccion@berumen.com.mx 

 

 

 
 
Abstract. At its meeting in Dublin, Ireland on 25 august 2011, the General Assembly of the 

International Statistical Institute Official Statistics presented a review and expressed ISI 

concerns regarding the Argentine CPI and the statistical Profession in Argentina. Previous to 

and following this meeting, statisticians from different countries, several statistical associations 

and multilateral organizations also expressed and communicated their concerns, some directly 

addressed to relevant Argentine Government Officials. Incidents of continued harassment to 

private statistical local research agencies and individual statisticians (several ex-INDEC 

technical staff) have continued to occur. The paper reviews most recent local developments and 

outside support to help stop these harassments and promote a quick return to the good 

professional practices in the compilation and dissemination of the CPI following the 

international standards that ensure its reliability, credibility, independence and scientifically 

sound basis. 

Key words and phrases: Continued harassment, good practices, credibility and 

independence. 

 

 

At the 57
th

 ISI Session held in Durban SouthAfrica in August 2009, the authors 

presented a paper “Argentina. An update on credibility in CPI and other Official 

Statistics, and perils endured by some statisticians.”; the paper gave an account of gross 

manipulation and tampering with the Consumer Price Index that began at the end of 

2007, a review of several national indicators that resulted contaminated and suffered 

significant distortions. And last, but not least, the loss of public credibility of all 

statistics produced by INDEC, a highly regarded institution that built its well deserved 

good professional reputation since 1968 up to 2007. In the process, several professional 

and technical support staff with long outstanding expertise in producing solid CPI 

statistics were fired including the Head of the CPI Department, who held this position 

for 10 years. In the discussion of the paper, “ISI delegates gave full support to identify 

actions that can help restore INDEC previous standard in producing technically robust 

and reliable statistics, promote an official position of the ISI Council regarding the 

issue, and support colleagues that have been unjustly fired and may want to return to 

INDEC and help restore it’s credibility. The need to promote in general an autonomous 

status of National Statistical Offices was also mentioned. Finally, it was suggested that 
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the issue be kept in the agenda of future ISI and affiliate associations in future meetings 

until it is satisfactorily resolved.” 

 

Continued Manipulation of the CPI 
 

Manipulation of the CPI continues to be the rule of government at INDEC. In February 

2012 the Association of State Employees at INDEC (ATE-INDEC) released a study 

illustrating with several figures used by INDEC to produce official data for the CPI how 

costs were imputed for items such as: one kilogram of beef (asado) as costing $11.92 

and bread $3.51, whereas in the market place prices were $35 for beef and $7 for bread.  

INDEC stopped releasing prices for goods and services since April 2008. 

 

The report presented to INDEC top level authorities by ATE-INDEC was publicly 

released early this year after Amado Boudou, then Minister of Economy, met for two 

days with several universities that integrate the Academic Council for Evaluation and 

Follow-up (CAES). At this meeting Boudou, Roberto Feleti (then Vice Minister of 

Economy), Guillermo Moreno (Secretary of Commerce) and top INDEC officials, stood 

up to defend the current procedures used by INDEC since January 2007 when Moreno 

took over the leadership and established new procedures to compute the CPI. 

Representatives of the World Bank were present at this meeting. 

 

CAES attendants were reported to be satisfied with the meetings and the Ministry of 

Economy, as declared by Feleti a few days later, committed to send to Congress a report 

summarizing the position of CAES and IMF among others. 

 

In several academic fora, but specially one led by “Universidad de Buenos Aires” 

(UBA), has released a report prepared by members from the faculties of Economics, 

Exact Sciences, Social Sciences, and Law; all of which integrate an Advisory Board to 

the Head Dean of UBA (ABDUBA), who in turn is the one the members the “Academic 

Council for Evaluation and Follow-up of INDEC Activities” designated by Minister 

Boudou. UBA has released the report prepared by the ABDUBA where they clearly 

state the involuntarily departure and displacement of professional and technical staff 

from their long standing positions to others that clearly implies a loss of accumulated 

expertise which in turn deteriorates good and long established professional practices and 

procedures at INDEC. It also points out that on average almost a third of current 

technical and professional staff at INDEC has at most 3 years experience. The report 

singles out several queries regarding the validity and reliability of several indicators 

produced by INDEC, with the largest number concentrated in relation to the CPI. In 

short, the report concludes that evidence at hand leads them to the conclusion that 

INDEC no longer has technical solvency even when verifying the new procedures 

(“Rothwell’s formula”) they declare to follow in the elaboration of the new CPI.   

 

Particular concerns expressed in the report are: the acceptance by INDEC of prices 

reported by the Ministries of Tourism and Health, with unspecified procedures, instead 

of doing direct data collection as before; the growth of nominal wages way above 

inflation rates derived from CPI, without either employers or employees considering 

this an acute and unreasonable increment in costs or spending capabilities, as would be 

the case if the CPI figures from INDEC were to be considered valid and reliable. Thus, 

the discredit of data released by INDEC is not only an issue solved by methodological 

changes that return to best practices, it is now more correlated to measures that revert 
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the institutional context generated as of 2007, with the assistance of the professional 

staff displaced since then. This has been so recognized by Congress and has issued a 

directive mandate to intervene INDEC to promote its return to “normality”.  

  

One major concern is the silence, so far, of the judicial power, where the seriousness of 

the matter merits the direct intervention of the Supreme Court according to several 

experts from the Academia and Congress.  

 

Victor Beker, coauthor of this paper, recently wrote and illustrated how the increasing 

manipulation and inconsistencies draw an inexistent fantasy land for Argentina, in 

particular when gross sub-estimation of prices gives the impression of spectacularly 

high wage increases and seriously underestimates people living in poverty or worse as 

indigents. Some of his illustrations follow. 

 

Wages in Paradise. According to INDEC during 2011 prices increased only 9.5%, and 

then follows to state that in the same period wages increased 29.4%! This is to say that 

in real terms on average wages increased almost 20% in2011. Since for the same period 

GNP grew 8.9%, simple arithmetic tell a story that invites everyone to move to 

Argentina were real salaries grow at least at double the rate of inflation and GNP! 

 

Poverty and indigence. According to INDEC in the second semester of 2011 there 

were 2.6 million people living In poverty in Argentina, 6.5% of total population, and 

only 0.682 million living as indigents, 1.7% of total population. The mystery behind 

these figures lies in the answer to the following question: why then do 1.5 million 

households receive a helping hand from government for each child, which implies a 

total of 6 million Argentineans benefiting and requiring this support, more than double 

the total population living in poverty according to INDEC!    

 

Other participants will give a summary account on what has been done outside 

Argentina to increase awareness of gross and grave irregularities at INDEC, but we 

appeal to your indulgence to quote from an article published in The Economist last 

February 2012. 

 

 

“Don’t lie to me, Argentina 
Why we are removing a figure from our indicators page Feb 25th 2012 | 

from the print edition. 

  

IMAGINE a world without statistics. Governments would fumble in the dark, 

investors would waste money and electorates would struggle to hold their 

political leaders to account. This is why The Economist publishes more than 

1,000 figures each week, on matters such as output, prices and jobs, from a host 

of countries. We cannot be sure that all these figures are trustworthy. Statistical 

offices vary in their technical sophistication and ability to resist political 

pressure. China’s numbers, for example, can be dodgy; Greece underreported its 

deficit, with disastrous consequences. But on the whole government statisticians 

arrive at their figures in good faith. 

There is one glaring exception. Since 2007 Argentina’s government has 

published inflation figures that almost nobody believes. These show prices as 

having risen by between 5% and 11% a year. Independent economists, 
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provincial statistical offices and surveys of inflation expectations have all put the 

rate at more than double the official number (see article). The government has 

often granted unions pay rises of that order. 

What seems to have started as a desire to avoid bad headlines in a country with a 

history of hyperinflation has led to the debasement of INDEC, once one of Latin 

America’s best statistical offices. Its premises are now plastered with posters 

supporting the president, Cristina Fernández de Kirchner. Independent-minded 

staff were replaced by self-described “Cristinistas”. In an extraordinary abuse of 

power by a democratic government, independent economists have been forced to 

stop publishing their own estimates of inflation by fines and threats of 

prosecution. Misreported prices have cheated holders of inflation-linked bonds 

out of billions of dollars. 

We see no prospect of a speedy return to credible numbers. The trade secretary, 

Guillermo Moreno, who led the assault on INDEC, is still one of the president’s 

closest advisers. The IMF has “noted” that Argentina is failing in its obligation 

to provide it with reliable figures, and made recommendations and set deadlines 

for it to improve. However, when Argentina ignores it, the fund merely wrings 

its hands, laments the “absence of progress”—and feebly sets a new deadline. 

In 2010 we added a precautionary footnote to our statistical tables. From this 

week, we have decided to drop INDEC’s figures entirely. We are tired of being 

an unwilling party to what appears to be a deliberate attempt to deceive voters 

and swindle investors. For Argentine consumer-price data we will look instead 

to PriceStats, an inflation specialist, which produces figures for 19 countries that 

are published by State Street, a financial services firm. Had we switched to one 

of the provincial statistical offices still generating reliable figures, we fear it 

would have come under government pressure. One of the country’s best 

independent analysts made us a generous—and brave—offer of its data against 

legal advice and on condition that we conceal the source and lightly disguise the 

numbers. That might have generated confusion. 

PriceStats is based in the United States, beyond the Argentine government’s 

reach. The oodles of online prices on which its index is based are tamper-proof. 

Argentina will no doubt say that it measures consumption by the rich rather than 

the poor, who may not shop online. But PriceStats’ methods are based on solid, 

peer-reviewed research and have proved an impressive match for (dependable) 

official figures in countries such as Brazil and Venezuela. 

We hope that we can soon revert to an official consumer-price index for 

Argentina. That would require INDEC to be run by independent statisticians 

working unhindered. Until then, readers are better served by a credible unofficial 

figure than a bogus official one.” 

 

 

Several incidents as the one above has led to a severe loss of credibility not only for the 

CPI produced by INDEC but also for most statistical estimates derived from surveys 

and other data collection procedures.   

 

This loss of confidence in official statistics has led to several attempts to fulfill the void 

such as: 
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Índice Barrial de Precios – IBP  (NCPI: Neighborhood CPI) 
 

• An ad-hoc effort conducted by almost 100 committed local women from 20 of 

the poorest Districts in Buenos Aires Metro Area, that in a recent period 

covering 10 months report an inflation rate of 25% for goods in the basic food 

basket that includes the same 50 products used by INDEC; and also an index 

that using the official figures of a monthly income of $3,288.90 for a family of 

four, two adults and two children, as sufficient not to be classified as poor; 

according to NCPI is insufficient for 24% of these population that are now living 

in poverty. NCPI monthly figures are gaining increasing credibility amongst the 

metro population. As recent as last April the monthly NCPI figure were 4.58% 

vs 0.8% reported by INDEC. This exercise has begun to replicate in other parts 

of the country in the Greater Buenos Aires region.
1
 

 

• It all began with funds allotted to a small group, of economist by the 

“Universidad Nacional de Córdoba” to develop the NCPI. The “successful” 

experience quickly traveled to Buenos Aires and set solid roots in June 2011 in 

one of the most depressed areas in Buenos Aires: the “Conurbano” (suburban 

areas), with the support in training the local women and later reviewing, editing  

and processing collected data by several organizations: CIPPES, ISEPCi and 

“Barrios de Pie” (Neighborhoods Standing-Up). 

 

• Monthly prices are collected in three days in a monthly random sample of 330 

establishments (out of a population of around 3000 establishments) within the 20 

districts and where neighbors usually buy their goods. 

 

Alternate CPI´s from eleven private research organizations and efforts of one 
professional  
 

• At the end of 2007, Graciela Bevacqua, former Head of the CPI at INDEC for 10 

years, was replaced by a political appointee who acts as the Secretary of 

Commerce dictates without regard to any deviations from previously defined 

and robust professional practices long established at INDEC to produce reliable 

and credible CPI figures. Graciela has personally suffered an unjust removal 

from INDEC, followed by official harassment that finally developed in several 

law suits that put in peril her lifelong personal patrimony including her home 

and opportunity to freely work as a private consultant that can produce alternate 

CPI estimates.  

 

• Other alternatives were offered by eleven different market research and private 

consultant agencies.  

 

 

Continued Government Harassment to Alternate Estimates of the CPI 
 

Official harassment to individuals, such as Graciela Bevacqua, and private organizations 

leading ultimately to one or several law suits, with fines up to 100 thousand dollars 

each, has achieved one of its goals: no private consultant or researcher publishes any 

                                                
1
 As reported by “La Tecla.info on May 26, 2012.   
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more the CPI they estimate. Some have even stopped estimating it; others go on 

calculating it but they don´t publish it; they pass it off-the-record to some members of 

Parliament, who report to the press the average of those estimations without disclosing 

who the authors are in order to avoid further penalties. These law suits are all supported 

on a law passed during the years of military dictatorship in Argentina. 

 

Though the names of the eleven organizations no more publishing their estimated 

alternate CPI are known, as well as the authors collaborating in “collective” critiques 

that circulate every now and then among interested and concerned professionals, 

involved academics  and Parliament when INDEC releases new figures related to CPI, 

poverty, employment, inflation and others; we keep them in confidence and do not share 

here as most of them are facing ongoing law suits and continued personal harassment 

which can increase if we reveal their names. This harassment may be construed to be in 

the brink of a violation of one Human Right: the right of citizens to be correctly 

informed in any democratic society.  

 

Our best hope is to keep alive efforts from ISI, ASA, the French Statistical Society, 

IMF, WB, UN and other multilateral and bilateral agencies, as well as globally 

recognized publications such as The Economist, The New York Times and of course 

local publications in Argentina, all committed to bringing back normality at INDEC for 

the wellbeing of their staff and rescue of best practices they once had. 

 

Women at INDEC 
 

Statistical contributions in building and putting to practice robust and up to international 

standards and scrutiny at INDEC before 2007 relied heavily over many years on hard 

working professionals, with hard working and committed women always playing a 

major role.  

 

No row call is intended here and we certainly miss many, but we cannot avoid fond 

memories of some key players such as Martha Sanjurjo, Leila Boeri de Cervetto, Clyde 

Charre de Trabuchi, of course Graciela Bevacqua and so many others we had the 

fortune to meet and work elbow to elbow with them. 

 

Finally, allow me to remind the strong support received up to her last breath towards the 

resolution of this cause from Martha Aliaga, in this and many international fora 

defending her dear Argentina and INDEC colleagues.  

 

Our gratitude for her achievements and firm determination will always inspire us to 

keep moving forward.  
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          August 9, 2012  

 

 

The Honorable Jorge Argüello 

Ambassador of Argentina to the United States of America 

1600 New Hampshire Ave, NW 

Embassy of the Argentine Republic 

Washington, DC 20009 

 

Dear Mr. Ambassador, 

  

Thank you for the communication from your embassy to the American Statistical Association 

(ASA) on July 25 that included a statement prepared by INDEC.  

 

As you requested, we distributed your cover letter and the INDEC document at the August 1 

Joint Statistical Meetings session titled “Repression of Statistics and Statisticians by the 

Argentine Government: Recent Developments, the Human Rights Context, and International 

Responses.” A copy of your letter and the INDEC statement also were posted on the ASA 

website (www.amstat.org). 

  

We write to share with you the attached response by the ASA to the INDEC communication. It 

was prepared by members of the ASA Committee on Scientific Freedom and Human Rights.  

 

You will note in the ASA statement that we identify five specific concerns. Primary among them 

is the Argentine government’s continuing mistreatment of individual statisticians, economists, 

and research organizations that are producing independent economic statistical data and 

estimates. 

  

We take this opportunity to convey to you the ASA’s commitment to work with the government 

of the Argentine Republic to resolve our concerns, as well as assurances of our continued good 

wishes. 

  
Respectfully yours, 

 
Ron Wasserstein 

Executive Director 

American Statistical Association    

 
William Seltzer 

Chair, Committee on Scientific 

  Freedom and Human Rights 

American Statistical Association    

 



Response of the American Statistical Association to the statement of the Argentine 
Institute of Statistics and Censuses (INDEC), submitted to the ASA by the Embassy 

of the Argentine Republic, Washington, DC, on July 26  
 

 

The American Statistical Association (ASA) welcomes the response—conveyed to us by 

the Embassy of the Argentine Republic in Washington, DC—of Argentina’s Institute of 

Statistics and Censuses (INDEC) to the concerns that prompted the recent session titled 

“Repression of Statistics and Statisticians by the Argentine Government” at the ASA’s 

Joint Statistical Meetings. As requested, copies of the Argentine government’s response 

were made available to attendees of this session and posted on the ASA website. We 

appreciate the willingness of the Argentine government to engage with us on these 

matters. 

 

Our concerns are the following: 

1. The wholesale replacement for apparent political reasons in 2007 of the 

professional staff at INDEC engaged in compiling the Consumer Price Index 

(CPI) 

2. The evident degradation of accuracy and underestimation of inflation by INDEC 

that has occurred since 2007 

3. The use of vague and largely unspecified methodologies for price collection and 

CPI estimation employed by INDEC since 2007 

4. The fines levied and the threats of criminal sanctions made against statisticians, 

economists, and research organizations that have compiled and released private 

indices of inflation beginning in 2011 in response to public requests for reliable 

estimates of inflation 

5. Attempts to suppress reporting by national and international media outlets about 

the continuing repressive measures levied by the Argentine government on 

statisticians and others actively compiling alternative inflation estimates  

 

We note that the ASA is not alone in raising one or more of these concerns. The 

Argentine government’s actions directly related to these issues also have been questioned 

or criticized by such leading organizations as the UN Committee on Economic, Social, 

and Cultural Rights; International Monetary Fund; International Statistical Institute; and 

national statistical societies of France, Korea, and the United Kingdom. They also have 

been questioned or criticized by such well-respected international media outlets as 

Bloomberg Business Week, The Economist, The New York Times, and The Wall Street 

Journal, as well by several Argentine newspapers.  

 

The ASA deeply regrets the actions of the Argentine government with respect to all the 

points enumerated previously, but is particularly concerned about point four above: the 

targeting of Argentine statisticians and research organizations by the government. Under 

no circumstances can fines and threats of criminal sanctions for developing and 

presenting independent statistical data or estimates be justified. 

 



The response of the Argentine government references a complaint made by the Chamber 

of Fruit and Vegetable Wholesale Businesses of the Buenos Aires Central Market 

(chamber). In its complaint, the chamber charges that the release of inflation indices 

prepared by private consultants have “caused” lower consumption and led to losses on 

their part.  

 

This attribution of cause makes little sense, since it is far more likely that the inflation 

experienced by consumers—rather than the release of privately prepared indices—caused 

whatever decrease in the demand for fruits and vegetables that may have occurred. The 

chamber’s claim led to fines levied against several companies and one individual, as 

stated in your letter. 

 

INDEC also refers to the “confusion and uncertainty” that could be caused by what it 

considers “inaccurate” inflation estimates prepared by one of the private consulting firms. 

The ASA believes that “confusion and uncertainty” are inherent in every market 

economy—particularly when the confidence of users in official figures has been 

impaired—and that the publication of differing views is, in fact, a contribution toward 

helping market agents appreciate the real risks they face. 

 

The INDEC statement continues by claiming, “The right to free speech and work cannot 

entail the endorsement of an irresponsible environment that leads to generating confusion 

and economic instability through the dissemination of inaccurate data and to causing 

damage to other segments of society.”  

 

To the contrary, this view means that the right of free speech is restricted to the right to 

agree with the government. Without the right to be “wrong,” in the eyes of the 

government, there is no right to freedom of speech at all. 

 

We hope the Argentine government will recognize the right of individuals and 

independent organizations to produce their own estimates and immediately rescind the 

fines and end the threats of criminal sanctions against individuals, organizations, and the 

press. Only then can the questions of appropriate methodology for computing the CPI and 

the extent of inflation in Argentina be debated in an atmosphere free of repression and 

intimidation. 

 

Alexandria, Virginia 

August 9, 2012 

 


